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ocial work is one among the array of disciplines that are in a heightened state of
flux as we cope with changes wrought by global forces affecting us all, including the covid-19 pandemic. In the two-plus years since “lockdown” in Canada,
the pandemic has altered how we teach, learn and practise social work. Institutions
worldwide have made the shift to online learning, while faculty, staff and students
have struggled with the imposed isolation of lockdown, which has altered the very
fabric of social life.
The pandemic has also served to create economic chaos and total loss for thousands of medium-to-small business owners while enriching the coffers of multinational corporations that thrive in a lockdown environment. The divide between rich
and poor is huge and increasing every day. The pandemic upheaval follows on the
heels of other global forces that have challenged the aims of social justice, equity
and inclusion. The blatant and hostile far right swing of the American political system has given rise to an ideological chasm between left and right politics and given license to incivility which, in turn, has seen an increase in politically motivated
violence. In this gloves-off, no-holds-barred battle, the casualties are primarily the
racialized, the poor and the marginalized. The increasing visibility of right-wing racist and fascist groups and their propaganda, the attempted imposition of legislation
designed to limit critical thinking, a shocking number of killings by police of Black
and Indigenous people, and everyday attacks by regular citizens on people of colour
and those who are otherwise marginalized have fomented fear as well as resistance
and backlash in the form of demonstrations, retaliatory killings and violence. These,
in turn, have led to increasingly repressive approaches to control unrest and another
backlash calling for defunding police across North America.
In Canada, while the divisions may be more subtle under the current Liberal Party
leadership, an undercurrent of anger and divisiveness abounds and is evident in academia, where, for example, the implementation of the Calls to Action of the Truth
and Reconciliation Commission, coming in the midst of the chaos, has triggered a
pushback leading to a mass exodus of academics of colour from some institutions.
These scholars are leaving in a search for safer ground, where the principles of equity,
diversity and inclusion (edi) are more than a cognitive exercise. Ironically, the trc
xvi
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Calls and the uptake of edi policies do not appear to be effective in mitigating racism
in the academy and may be fomenting divisiveness and racism for some who prefer
the benefits of an inequitable status quo. Ironically, the push for more equitable numbers of Indigenous faculty in Canadian universities has fuelled a contentious discourse surrounding Indigenous identity and identity politics. Individuals with tenuous or non-existent genetic, familial, community and cultural links to Indigenous
ancestors and communities are coveting and acquiring Indigenous-specific academic positions and are subsequently lauded as symbols of institutional commitment to
Indigenization. However, such individuals cannot claim the lived experience that is
requisite to truly understand Indigenous experiences of intergenerational oppression
and discrimination, nor can they claim stewardship of esoteric traditional teachings
and knowledge. Both are essential to the legitimacy to speak, write and educate as an
Indigenous scholar.
How shall social work approach these grave concerns? It seems overwhelming. No
single person has all the answers; however, individually, we focus our learned gazes
upon key aspects of the world we inhabit and the topics that ignite our passions,
and we come together and bring those ideas into collections such as Doing AntiOppressive Practice. In this way, we synthesize and centre collective wisdom about
multiple concerns. This edition offers intersectional perspectives, discussions of resistance, valuable critical reflection and analyses of the multiple forces with which we
are currently confronted. The collection provides keen insights and wisdom into the
ways that social workers, social work educators and the profession can understand
not only its relationship to the state, but also its responsibility to individuals and its
accountability to the canons of social work ethics and standards of practice. Black,
Indigenous and allied scholars offer identity and intersectional analyses, transgender
perspectives and discussions on topics that include cultural humility, child welfare,
single mothers, the elderly, and immigrant and racialized families. Each chapter may
provide new social work wisdom, may suggest enhanced “evidence-based practice”
approaches or may offer novel analyses of emerging issues. Whether the topic under
discussion is new to you, the reader, or simply a reminder of best practice in theory
and application on topics in which you have expertise, in challenging global times,
such reminders provide the vital anchors we need to circumvent despair and nurture
the motivation to remain steadfast in our ongoing pursuits of social justice, diversity,
equity and inclusion.
— Raven Sinclair
January 2022
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ANTI-OPPRESSIVE PRACTICE
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nti-oppressive practice (aop) is historically rooted in approaches to social problems that focus on how the larger system protects the unearned privilege and
power of some groups of people while generating harmful and unfair conditions
for many others. aop draws on a number of critical theories to explain the world in
which social work operates and to point towards practices and policies that foster
equity, fairness and social justice. While relatively new, the origins of aop can be
located in the historical development of social work, which offers seven core insights
that form the base of anti-oppressive, social justice social work practice. As with any
theory and professional practice, there are some important ongoing tensions and
puzzles.

As you read this chapter, ask yourself:
1.

What are the roots of aop and social justice approaches and how can we
draw from this foundation today?

2.

What are some of the gaps in historical and current writings on aop and its
predecessors? What are some of the points of agreement?

3.

What are the connections and distinct differences between Indigenous
epistemologies and aop?

4.

What differentiates more mainstream approaches and aop?

One of the last children to be forcibly taken from her parents and placed in a residential school, a mature-aged Indigenous social work student finds that the final report of
1
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the Truth and Reconciliation Commission gives her unexpected feelings of affirmation
and legitimacy but also ambivalence. In light of the discovery of the mass graves of
Indigenous children at former residential schools, she worries that her community may
never find peace. She also worries that old and younger members of the community will
continue to experience the collective trauma of neocolonialism. She finds a growing base
of knowledge and empathy in her social work circles and wonders if this is just because
of the friends she has deliberately chosen and the university program she has selected or
if it could be indicative of farther-reaching change. She hopes it will eventually extend
out into larger society, where things often still seem to be deeply racist and colonial.
(Name withheld at the request of the student)
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Initially full of enthusiasm, a student doing a placement in a child welfare agency
soon becomes disillusioned. She feels that she does little more than fill out forms and
complete computerized assessments. She never has time to challenge oppressive practices or even think about them. Workers in her agency are sympathetic but tell her to get
used to it because “there’s no room for theory in the real world.”
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An anti-oppressive social worker whose workplace doesn’t use the title “social worker” is told that she will lose her job at a family counselling centre because she hasn’t
registered with the provincial social work college. Primarily providing services to very
poor women, most of whom are racialized and many of whom are refugees or other survivors of abuse and torture, she wonders whose needs are being served by the
professional college.
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CHARITY AND BAND-AIDS VERSUS SOCIAL JUSTICE
AND TRANSFORMATION
Although details have been changed to protect confidentiality, these vignettes are
based on real events and people. They highlight the intersectional complexity of
struggles in the world of social work practice, the need for models that advance social justice at multiple levels and the kinds of personal and shared struggles in which
social workers find themselves. Social work is a unique field in many ways. It contains a number of very different approaches and phiOppression
losophies regarding what
constitutes care, skills,
ppression takes place when a person acts
knowledge and practice, as
or a policy is enacted unjustly against an
well as how to stop or slow
individual (or group) because of their affiliathe social problems that
tion with a specific group or identity.
generate the need for care.
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